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Why Blog?

app and post in an instant from your
smart phone̶getting your thoughts
down on paper (or in a blog) has been
proven to be a healthy way of
sounding oﬀ on personal beliefs or
even communicating about foreign
aﬀairs.
In addition to the meditative sense of
writing, blogging can also be quite
lucrative. The digital revolution has

Blogging can be cathartic. Whether

made sharing your thought leadership

you choose to blog in an orchestrated

an industry. Creating a successful

manner̶taking the time to write

blog is creating the possibility of

posts in a ʻtickler ﬁleʼ̶or

ongoing income that can be a lot of

spontaneous̶open up the Tumblr

work at ﬁrst, but can then work for
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you with little maintenance once you

more businesses will target their blog

get going. Bloggers who designate a

for advertising. Building an online

particular subject or niche (Business,

blog presence can even lead to paid

Politics, Celebrity Gossip or even on

appearances and free goods to

the subject of Evernote), succeed as

review and share with the blogʼs

the go-to source for anyone and

online community; creating

everyone looking to learn more on a

entrepreneurial freedom. Business

particular subject. Becoming a

leaders search for reputable

trusted voice for an online community

information sources to help promote

is both fulﬁlling and enjoyable as you

their products. Blogs with a tight

learn what your audience wants from

niche often do well if they are

online participation.

maintained properly and updated
often. Most importantly, this can all

Bloggers will ﬁnd that the more they

be done at the comfort of your home

build their voice, create a trusted

in your pjʼs or at a favorite

opinion and add subscribers, then the

neighborhood coﬀee shop.
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Iʼm all for that! How about you?
Once you have made the decision to
blog, like everything else in life, you
should look to make your blogging
ﬂow easy, devoid of technology
headaches and fun. Evernote will help
you do just that.
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CHAPTER 2:

WHY BLOG w/
EVERNOTE?
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“Evernote is my giant ﬁle cabinet for anything I want
to capture. It is simple, yet brilliant and most
important, perhaps, is that all my activity in Evernote
syncs over the air to every device I use. This allows
me to work on my laptop, iPad, iPhone or any
computer I happen to stumble upon and know that
the data is the same everywhere.”
̶ John Jantsch, Author of Duct Tape Marketing

Why Blog with
Evernote?

How many times have you written
down an idea, thought or inspiration
for a blog post on a scrap of paper
that you lost or found when it was too

18

late? Never again. Weʼve been given
the gift of Evernote.
My ideology for doing as much as
possible, including managing your
blog/blog preparation with Evernote
is simple: Workﬂow! Evernote helps
bloggers be both eﬃcient and
eﬀective by creating reliable
shortcuts and consistent workﬂow.
Whatever the many reasons that you
use Evernote (taking notes in class,
managing your account, or preparing
your blog), these tasks and
everything in between can be
achieved eﬀortlessly and
simultaneously in one, highly
productive work system. Thatʼs
19

Evernote. In this rapid-ﬁre world of
relentless digital data, this program
brings a sense of comfort to all those
bits and bytes that rule our days.

trying to remember to write in a
journal, Evernote allows users to
develop a habit, or ritual, to organize
thoughts, ideas and inspirations in a
single location whenever the urge

Evernote makes blogging easier. We
ﬁnd creative inspiration everywhere
and itʼs amazing to have access to all
of your content in one cloud-based

arises. Doing so, you are guaranteed
to return to that same location to
build on that idea until it becomes a
masterpiece.

system. Itʼs as if everything that
deﬁnes your blog literally ﬂoats
around behind you to be grabbed in
an instant. This creates a freedom for
further discovery and enhanced
creativity. Rather than scribbling
down notes on scraps of paper or
20

Formatting your posts can also be a
task. I have written many a great blog
posts only to leave them sitting in my
Evernote as the process of copy and
paste in most blog platforms is never
quite right. Itʼs cumbersome, a little
21

buggy as software updates break
perfectly good systems, and you do
have to know a little bit of HTML
code. How many of us know HTML
code or have the time to learn? With
a few good integrations and the
tweaks listed in this book, youʼll ﬁnd
that blogging is as easy as dropping a
note into a notebook, adding a tag,
and a quick sync. Voila, your post is
delivered for the world to see.
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CHAPTER 3:

EVERNOTE:
A CRASH COURSE
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WHAT IS EVERNOTE?
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Evernote is Your ʻNotable World!ʼ
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What is
Evernote?

documents wherever they so choose.
Evernote lives in the cloud, which
means that your content is accessible
across all computers, tablets and PDA
phones. One thing to remember
about Evernote is that it can hold
multiple types of media.
Multi-dimension in our notes is
important in a world of constant data
ﬂow and instantaneous results. Our
thoughts are multidimensional and

Evernote is a note-taking tool that
helps us remember ideas, projects
and experiences. Itʼs literally a digital
notebook that allows for users to edit
27

this application allows for users to
work on ideas whenever the light of
passion is most bright. Whether itʼs
out for coﬀee, in the oﬃce, or on a
run with your smart phone, Evernote
28

is there to capture an idea so it can

individuals. With Evernote, notetaking

be reviewed and enhanced whenever

and archiving is completely enhanced

and wherever in the immediate future.

to a new level. Start taking more
notes, syncing ﬁles across various

The capability of adding a video, a

devices, saving webpages, sharing

photo, text bullets, or checklists to

thoughts and capturing those

make a list, gives us color, a

moments of inspiration. Basically, you

framework and a comprehensive

are now able to “Remember

archive of our lives. To make the

Everything.”

most of any blog or presentation,
Evernote encourages us to save more
data, conduct more research and
create informative and attractive
presentations that help spread our
messages to an unlimited number of
thought-seeking, like-minded
29
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THE FEATURES
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THE
FEATURES

NOTES
Notes are at the core of Evernote.
They hold multiple types of media
including Text, Photos, Video,
Document Files (such as .Doc
or .Pages ﬁles) and even Zip ﬁles.
Notes can collect research, to do lists
32

or packing lists for trips, ideas or
anything that you want to collect and
keep forever, or not. Learn more
about creating a note here.
Little Known Tip: Did you can that manage/ edit
the documents you save in an Evernote note
inside Evernote? Simply double click to open the
ﬁle, make changes accordingly and save. The
note is now saved to Evernote. This will be
especially helpful as you begin to use Evernote
for storage.

NOTEBOOKS
Notebooks hold notes. Simply put.
Notebooks can get a little
complicated when it comes to their
structure. INTEGRATE: Evernote, my
book about key Evernote integrations
and their use cases, written with
Joshua Zerkel examines notebook
structure in detail. Another great
33

resource for categorizing notebooks
is Brett Kellyʼs ʻEvernote Essentials.ʼ

might tag all of the Evernote books
that I own ʻBook.ʼ

NOTEBOOK STACKS
Notebook Stacks do just that - Stack
notebooks. Use notebook stacks to
organize your notebooks. For
example, your ʻWriting Drafts,ʼ ʻPosts
Queueʼ can be stacked.

TAGS
Tags add another organization layer
to your Evernote. They can serve as a
way to further organize already
organized content. For example, I may
have a notebook titled ʻEvernoteʼ to
hold my Evernote related stuﬀ, but I
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Researching
with Evernote

provide evidence to back up your
viewpoints in a more conversational
post where facts are subtle but
messages are strong. Whatever you
are conducting research for, the
process can, and should, be eﬀortless
with Evernote. Use the following to
quickly send information and
annotate the research with your
thoughts, feedback and changes
before posting online:

The research preparation conducted
for your blog posts will provide a
thorough reporting of facts for those
writing editorial posts. It can also

●

Built-in Web Clipper

●

Your Personal Email Address

●

Integrations like Click.to and
Pocket
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●

Skitch

●

Penultimate

Evernote is ideal when youʼve been
working on a presentation and
stumble across a quote that is
perfect for your article. Simply take
out your phone or slide the mouse
over to that faithful elephant with the
green border and save that info for
later.
Continue reading for more
information on the items listed in the
bulleted text above.
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THE EVERNOTE WEB CLIPPER
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CLIPPING MAKES RESEARCH EASY!
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The Evernote
Web Clipper

The Evernote Web Clipper is available
for Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet
Explorer and is integrated into both
Desktop clients (MAC and PC). With
the click of a button, you can clip text,
pictures, and full articles to your
Evernote account. This feature oﬀers
a skip-stepping approach to saving
pages in bookmarks, sharing, or any
other prehistoric means of saving
data from the Internet. Evernote Web
Clipper is the simplest and most
eﬀective way to remember everything
you view online.
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There is also an extension of the
Evernote Web Clipper for Google
Chrome called Clearly. Clearly allows
you to remove the ʻnoiseʼ of ADs,
HTML design and any other matter
that can distract our view of the
content that matters. Installation is
quick, easy, and basically mandatory
for serious web-surfers. By installing
the add-on, the Evernote elephant
icon will appear on the address bar as
a clickable option for storing or
retrieving data. As long as you are
already signed in, saving content is
only a click away.
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The web clipper lives as a button in your browser.
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First select the content that you want to clip. You can choose to ʻSave Articleʼ which saves
the text in itʼs present form, though without the ads or sidebar content, you can save a
selection of content (content that you highlight), the full page (with ads, sidebar matter), save
the full page as a PDF or simply save the URL as a bookmark. You can then organize the
content into a notebook and/ or using a tag, and add comment. Options people!
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Take some time to pre-set your
settings, to make clipping even easier.
You can choose article selection type,
whether the clips will open in the web
or desktop Evernote client after
clipping, and my favorite - Smart Filing.

50

YOUR EVERNOTE EMAIL
ADDRESS
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Your Evernote
Email Address

Evernote email address. It can be
found under Account Info on desktop
versions of the program, in the Sync
tab on iPhone and under the Settings
feature in Evernote Web. Simply click
the tab option in the top right corner.
Settings, Help, Evernote Trunk, and
Logout will appear. Choose Settings.
Choose the Settings option in the top
right corner.

In addition to dragging documents
directly to Evernote, there is also the
option of using Evernote email to add
documents to your notebooks. To do
so, you must locate your personal
52

On the bottom row of the box labeled
Account Summary, your Email
address can be found next to the
label that reads, Email Notes To. It
will contain your account name with a
53

series of numbers and an @ symbol
that leads back to Evernote, which is
your host site. Like an email address.
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*Advanced Evernote Email*
After locating your email address,
there are options to better sort posts
going into your Evernote email. This is
done by using tags that you may be
familiar with from Twitter or
Instagram. In the emailʼs subject line,
write the title of the note as it will
appear once received. In this same
subject line, add an @ symbol or # as
shown below. Multiple tags can be
added for better search results in the
future.
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For notebooks, use the @ symbol
along with the title of the notebook:
@travel.
For tags, use the # symbol to assign a
tag directly to your note: #expenses.
Using these two examples, your note
may look something like: Vacation in
Costa Rica @travel #expenses.

notebooks that have already been
created. Remember to always put the
note ﬁrst and follow it with notebook
titles or tags. This feature doesnʼt
work if a notebook contains either of
the symbols needed for this feature.
Source: http://blog.evernote.com/
blog/2010/03/16/emailing-intoevernote-just-got-better/

Therefore, the note would be titled
Vacation in Costa Rica and it would
be assigned to your Travel notebook
with a tag that reads expenses.
Currently, this doesnʼt create new
notebooks so itʼs only ideal for
56
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SEND TO INTEGRATIONS
Click.To, Pocket, Add This
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Send To
Evernote

methods are vital for speciﬁc
purposes but may be an extra step
for those with other needs. Read
carefully to ﬁnd the best option for
you. Choosing the wrong program is
like putting the wrong kind of gas in
your car. Be careful not to slow
yourself down or damage a ﬁnely
tuned machine.

For those Evernote users with
speciﬁc sharing or saving needs,
there are several options for faster
ways to collect and distribute the
data you may ﬁnd. Some of these
59
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> Click.to
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Copy Text, Photos, PDFs Anything into
Evernote with Click.to!

Click.to

With Click.to, Evernote users can
create notes with a single click. No
more wasted time with copy and
paste; click.to can take texts from
emails, browsers, and even pictures.
Essentially, the program copies text
from any kind of note, photo or
screenshot and sends the note to
Evernote (or another program if you
wish). Self-labeled the “true copy &
paste,” click.to turns everything on
your screen into a hyperlink as it
transports content in an instant.
Source:
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https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/
click.to/id482360921?mt=12
Simply highlight whatever text you
wish to send, press Control + C (right
click, copy) and select the Evernote
option that appears on your screen.
This saves you the time of having to
open another program and paste the
data. With click.to, you can stay in
one program and store as much data
as you wish without all the back and
forth. Make a grocery list from a
recipe site without ever having to
ease up on your browsing. Save now.
Edit later.
65
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> Pocket
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Pocket

Pocket allows for users to quickly
save articles, web pages and videos
for later viewings. Articles and other
saved data can also be tagged with a
word, a favorite rating or a comment
to help with future organizing.
Anything saved within Pocket can be
sent to your Evernote account, where
it can essentially be saved forever.
Just like any other note saved within
the Evernote cloud, each and every
item can be accessed from anywhere
your technology may take you.

This free app is available for Android,
iPad, iPhone, Mac and the Web.
Categorized as a “News Reader,”
68
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> Add This
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Add This

browser. Once youʼve found some
good research, you click itʼs button
and you are presented with numerous
options to share. Like the Evernote
Web Clipper using Add This will
import a full page or your selected
text into an Evernote notebook of
your choice.
For those Evernote users with
speciﬁc sharing or saving needs,
there are several options for faster
ways to collect and distribute the

Add This is another tool to add to

data you ﬁnd.

your sharing to Evernote arsenal. The
program comes as a plugin for your
71
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Add This is best for those wanting to
share to the online sites that Evernote
does not support.
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QUICKTATE
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What is
Quicktate?

This app provides incredibly accurate
speech transcriptions that were once
only in futuristic sci-ﬁ ﬂicks. With
Quicktate, users can record an idea
or series of verbal rants in no time.
Sound like the makings of tickler
content or a post to you? Call in your
blog posts. Amazing!
The app allows for users to not only
save audio ﬁles in Evernote, but also
to save transcripts. Besides not
having to listen to a recording over
and over, transcriptions make life a
little easier by making these items
searchable documents. For those who
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conduct a lot of interviews, this is an

organization transcribes through

incredible application. Quicktate

email, audio ﬁles (WAV, MP3, AIF),

understands that "Speech is the

iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry, Windows

cornerstone of human

Mobile, Mac or by calling (888) 222-

communication" and they are here to

NOTE.

make communication just a little bit
easier.
To use Quicktate, simply create an
account. When signing up, youʼll be
asked to let the organization gain
electronic access to your Evernote
account. Once you've linked up, you
will be able to start recording audio in
Evernote, which will then be sent to
Quicktate for editing. The
78
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CHAPTER 5:

MANAGING YOUR
CONTENT IN EVERNOTE
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Managing
Your Content

For many users, Evernote can do
more for personal productivity and
organization than most other tools
out there. Itʼs like giving a lighter to a
81

caveman̶you just didnʼt know any
better before.
Evernote breaks all the rules when it
comes to true organization. With itʼs
notebooks, notes, and an array of
features, users can properly capture,
save, categorize and share any
pictures, emails, websites, URLS,
travel plans, goals, ﬁnances,
checklists, grocery lists, recipes, legal
documents and anything and
everything else you can potentially
digitize. Most importantly, in our case,
for blogging.
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For those of us who have joined the
Evernote frenzy, letʼs explore how to
manage our content more eﬃciently.
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USING EVERNOTE AS A
TICKLER FILE
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What is a
Tickler File?

Tickler File (noun): a collection of date-labeled folders
(notebooks in Evernote) that are systematized so that
time-sensitive materials are stored in an action-based
ranking of importance.
Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tickler̲ﬁle
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While there are various ways to store
information, a tickler ﬁle allows you to
organize information that you might
need to put your hands on quickly.
As John Janstch mentions in his
book/ blog ʻDuct Tape Marketing,ʼ
depending on what kind of work you
are in, there are various ways to use
Evernote in the form of a Tickler ﬁle.
For bloggers, you can separate
notebooks in blog post ideas,
research, projects, etc. Then, youʼll be
able to clip, email, or take notes in an
instant and send these ﬁndings
directly where they need to go to
best help you work in the future.
87

You can also create notebooks for
each month of the year (or devise a
similar method) and then add
reminders or tags for future actions.
Through your tickler and some handy
reminders, blog post drafts can be
completed on time, and queued blog
posts can be delivered without a
hitch.
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THE SCORRE METHOD
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THE SCORRE
METHOD

As recommended by

Michael Hyatt

91

THE SCORRE
METHOD

Subject
Central Theme
Objective Statement
Rationale
Resources
Evaluation

This method allows for bloggers to
As blogger Michael Hyatt mentions in

actually create blogs within Evernote.

his writing, the SCORRE method is a

With the idea that there are certain

productive way to prepare blog posts.

elements that every blog should

Ideal for bloggers, the SCORRE

contain, SCORRE (from Dynamic

Method is an acronym for the

Communications Workshop), makes

following checklist:

sure every post is written with all the
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key principles in mind. Essentially, itʼs

within the piece. Finally, in the

a checklist for each and every post.

Evaluation section, the writer strolls

The Subject discusses what you want

down a checklist to conﬁrm that

to talk about. The Central Theme will

everything has been written correctly

remind writers of what the focus of

according to their method for writing.

the piece shall be so the article

This may include pivotal points, such

doesnʼt trail oﬀ as it heads for the

as “Write First Draft,” “Write Second

conclusion. In the Objective

Draft,” “Publish,” or “Schedule.”

Statement portion, the writer decides
if the posting is persuasive or
enabling. In Rationale, the writer
explains why the piece is persuasive
or enabling. In the second R, which
stands for Resources, the blogger
lists title ideas, illustrations, images
and links that should be included
94
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ANNOTATING YOUR
CONTENT
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> Skitch
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This program brings ideas to reality

Skitch

and can help bloggers get their point
across with shapes, sketches, and
text annotation. Another free app,
Skitch helps users communicate
visually with the world. Images can be
annotated with bright colored arrows,
boxes around words, or text. Skitch is
ideal to teach your grandparents how
to check their overﬂowing emails, or
to create how-to posts, demonstrate
the new features of an app, or mark
up research ideas on your tickler.
When using Skitch with Evernote,
users can search, share and sync.
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Sync all of your images across
various devices. Search everything;
including handwritten notes from
programs like Penultimate and share
ideas with friends and co-workers.
Additional features within Skitch
include creating smooth lines and
scribbles, zoom and crop features,
annotation for images or maps,
pixelate images (block out personal
information), highlight, add text,
delete or reposition shapes and text
and share your work with other
applications.
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> Penultimate
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Penultimate

Like a handful of other apps,
Penultimate was fun and Evernote
made it functional. The app gives
users the experience of writing on
paper with the added ability of
syncing those notes with Evernote.
Itʼs encouraged to have a stylus when
using this app on iPad or iPhone, but
not mandatory. You can take notes,
save sketches, and share ideas in
your own handwriting. The inking
technology creates better-than-life
pen strokes and features an
automatic Wrist Protection mode to

103
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prevent any stray marks for writers

right corner of the Penultimate

with unique penmanship.

window.

The popular handwriting app is now

Penultimate speaks to the best of

free and better than ever. Penultimate

Evernoteʼs ability to meet us where

has added a series of new features

we are, embracing our current

when it connected to Evernote to

workﬂow. Some people just like to

make notetaking quick and easy. The

write. You can achieve the feeling of a

ink within the app is now sharper and

pen and paper but have your

smoother when it comes to jotting

handwriting digitized and ready for

down notes or drawing images in your

your blog.

free time. The user interface is crisp,
with less clutter and it highlights the

Pro Tip: My favorite Penultimate use

crucial functions. In order to sync

is for e-Book signings. When you

with Evernote, users simply tap the

collect enough content in your

“Sync Warning” icon in the bottom

Evernote for for a book, upload a jpg
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image of your book cover to
Penultimate. Host a book signing and
sign the cover of your book. Share
the image with your buyers via email
right from Penultimate.
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EVERBLOG
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EVERBLOG IS A ʻFACEʼ FOR YOUR EVERNOTE NOTES!
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What is
Everblog?

EverBlog is exactly as it sounds, a
blogging platform for your Evernote
account. Itʼs actually more of a face
to an Evernote notebook. The CMS is
113

not very robust and itʼs not meant to
be. With EverBlog, bloggers can
ʻupdateʼ their blogs inside of
Evernote. Update in this case means
creating, publishing and syncing note.
Simple!
Everblog allows you to use Evernote
just as you would daily, and without
any further conﬁguration, but gives
you the option to present a more
familiar blog presence. This is
especially helpful for those dealing
with clients or people unfamiliar to
Evernote and that may ﬁnd the
Shared Notebook concept a bit
daunting. Also great for agencies that
host a lot of events and service
114

multiple client blogs. Popping up a
new blog site is as simple as creating
a new notebook, and grabbing one of
Everblogʼs free custom URLs. You
can also redirect from your blog.
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POSTACH.IO
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POSTACH.IO IS FULL OF INTEGRATIONS TO MAKE
YOUR EVERNOTE BLOG MIGRATION SEAMLESS!
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What is
Postach.io?

Postach.io has gained rapid popularity
since launching just in time for
DevCup 2013. Rightly so! With a
super simple setup, clean, yet stylish
themes, and integrations like Disqus
for commenting, Google analytics for
tracking traﬃc to your blog, Codepen
which allows for code snippets, such
as a contact form, to be embed on
your Postach.io site, and the latest
feature, YouTube embedding, theyʼre
on the way to the Evernote Blogging
Hall of Fame.
Beyond the integrations and growing
theme choices, Postach.io has
another unique feature that sets

119
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them apart from other Evernote
blogging platforms: The ability to
manage the pages of your blog right
from Evernote. This is really key, as
most blogs require hard to navigate
CMS systems for editing and
formatting pages.
Setting up and using Postach.io is
easy. After signing up on Postach.io
and linking your Evernote account,
the service will create a notebook
titled ʻPostach.io.ʼ
They provide a nifty ʻGetting Startedʼ
note inside the notebook, but in a
nutshell, after creating a new note to
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publish as a post, tag ʻpost.ʼ To
publish as a page, use tags ʻpageʼ
ʻpublish.ʼ Yes, Iʼm serious. Thatʼs all.
Want to delete something from your
blog - remove the tag. Yes, Iʼm
serious. Thatʼs all. Notes can also host
all of the usual Evernote content,
such as pictures and other note
elements. Though PDF viewing isnʼt
currently supported, Iʼm sure it will be
upon publishing this book. They
release new features weekly. A
workaround for PDF viewing can be
achieved through Codepen however.
Imagine not having to resize your
pictures a hundred times on
Wordpress... Itʼs drag and drop gold!
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When youʼre ready to change themes,
customize your theme if you desire
(the site allows for CSS/ HTML
editing), sign up/ in to Disqus to allow
your visitors to comment on your
blog, or add Google Analytics, you
simply log into your account located
at www.postach.io.
Postach.io was developed by
programmer Gavin Vickery and UI
designer Shawn Adrian. They have
oﬀered great support and feedback
to users from inception and like our
favorite notetaking app roll out new
features often.
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Iʼm looking forward to seeing
Postach.io grow and make not only
blogging with Evernote, but blogging
easier.

The Current Feature List Includes:
Markdown Support
HTML/ CSS Support
Custom Domains
Themes
Gist Embedding
Codepen Embedding
YouTube Embedding
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MY POSTACH.IO SITE... TODAY! THERE IS FREEDOM
IN GOOD THEMES!

CLICK HERE TO SEE MY CURRENT POSTACH.IO THEME.
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NOTEWORTHY
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DOWNLOAD NOTEWORTHY FROM GITHUB.COM
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What is
Noteworthy?

Unlike Eat.ags or Everblog,
Noteworthy is a standalone (PHPbased) blogging platform similar to
Wordpress, Joomla or Drupal. A user
can install Noteworthy after
downloading the program from
GitHub, a code repository. Installation
requires a basic level of technical
expertise. You have to know what a
code repository is, have a web host
and know your web server details. If
you can ﬁgure out the installation (or
know someone who can), Noteworthy
most resembles a CMS system (like
Wordpress) and is the most inclusive
Evernote blogging platform available.
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The system has a dashboard for

Noteworthy is created and maintained

conﬁguring your Evernote details and

by Jason F. Irwin of Matigo and is

most likely some analytics in the

deﬁnitely worth trying out.

future. Your site can be customized
out of the box with a few theme
options that come preloaded.
However, since the site is built on
HTML, you (or someone else) can
create a face to your Noteworthy
much like building any website. The
backend is our familiar Evernote
notebook, making productivity ours
once again.
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INKLIA
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What is
INKLIA?

Inklia is a brand new platform. In fact
they are still in closed beta as of May
23, 2013. The owner reached out to
me for some feedback and my brutal
honesty. Guess he knows how strong
my opinions can get when it comes to
Evernote :)
Like Postach.io the set up is very easy
and posts are managed via Evernote
with the tagging structure at the
heart of Evernote blogging ease.
Theming relies mainly on a top banner
of varying images, which gives a
simple, yet clean alternative for the
minimalist blogger... More after the
beta!
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TAG YOUR WAY TO BLOGGING SUCCESS!
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EAT.AGS
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What is
EAT.ags?

EAT.ags or Evernote Action Tags was
developed for the 2012 Evernote
DevCup Competition. Unlike Everblog,
EAT.Tags works with your existing
blog platform, currently supporting
Wordpress and the micro-blog
Twitter. EAT.ags is fun to use and
makes posting to your blogs
eﬀortless. Once conﬁgured, you use a
series of pre-set tags. For example,
ʻeat.wordpress.postʼ will post one of
your Evernote notes to your
wordpress account while
ʻeat.wordpress.draftʼ will add a post to
your draft queue in Wordpress.
I donʼt know about you but my hatred
of formatting blog posts is a cause of
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great procrastination for me. Utilizing
the strong text formatting features of
Evernote and now the tagging power
of EAT.ags you can write, format and
post all of your blog posts without
leaving your Evernote account. You
can use the mobile application as well.
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SETTING UP EAT.AGS
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Setting up EAT.ags for blogging can happen in three easy steps.. Sign up for an account,
login to your Evernote account and login into your Wordpress and/or Twitter accounts.
EAT.ags also allows for posting to Flickr from your Evernote account as well as some other
great features. You can sign up for them from this prompt as well.
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Some additional EAT.ags prompts such as ʻeat.toc.notebook,ʼ can be especially helpful when
writing compiling your blog posts into a book. Each post should be a note, held in a notebook.
Then simply add the tag ʻeat.toc.notebookʼ to a note (any note) in the notebook, and ﬁnd a
compiled Table of Contents of your works.
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Setting up EAT.ags for blogging can happen in three easy steps.. Sign up for an account,
login to your Evernote account and login into your Wordpress and/or Twitter accounts.
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SHARED NOTEBOOKS
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Shared
Notebooks
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When it comes to working together,
Evernote Shared Notebooks makes it
much easier than methods of the
past. Essentially, this program allows
for you to give permission to others
to view speciﬁc notebooks within your
Evernote account. Not only are you
are able to let others view your notes,
you can actually allow users to edit
documents within your account. This
is great for projects that require a
team and it allows for there to be a
master document instead of various
emails or two individuals working on
the same document and possible
going in two very diﬀerent directions.
Not just for professionals, Shared
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Notebooks also come in handy when
trying to plan a family reunion,
vacation or anything else between
friends. It allows for you to even
share with those who donʼt use
Evernote as it allows you to grant
access to others that wish to view
documents that are important to you.
Like your blog...

posts in their ready to publish state,
as a shared notebook. Ask people to
subscribe to them. This is a great and
EASY do it yourself blogging
platform.
Like Evernote, Shared Documents can
be accessed from Mac, Windows,
iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, and
Android.

If a note is a post, whether through
posting with Eat.ags or Everblog, then
why canʼt a shared notebook, which
includes a notebook of notes be a
blog of posts? It can! Especially for
the millions of Evernote users. Oﬀer
the notebook that holds your blog
149
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HOW TO SHARE YOUR
NOTEBOOKS
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THE TOOLBAR IS YOUR FRIEND. SHARE NOTEBOOKS HERE

Click above to email an invitation to a shared notebook or to create a public link to a notebook that you
want to share on Twitter or Facebook or anywhere else!
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... OR SHARE FROM THE ALL NOTEBOOK VIEW.
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Sharing with Mac

Sharing with Windows

Click Notebooks along the sidebar to
open the Notebooks list. From here,
simply move your mouse to the
notebook you intend to share. Itʼs as
simple as clicking the Share icon.

For Windows, right click on the
notebook you intend to share with
others along the sidebar. Click on the
Share Notebook option and then
click, Invite Individuals. Enter the
email addresses of the people you
intend to share your notebook(s) with.
Decide on which level of permission
you intend to give each of your
colleagues. Click Invite.

With the Share this Notebook option,
click Invite Individuals. Enter the email
address of anyone you wish to share
with. Choose the level of permission
you wish to grant access to (edit or
view only). Click Invite.
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>> AUTOMATING, MANAGING,
MARKETING YOUR BLOG
• Chapter 7: Automating Your Blog
>> IFTTT
>> Content Aggregation (RSS)

• Chapter 8: Managing Your Blog
>> Analytics

• Chapter 9: Marketing Your Blog
>> #FROMEVERNOTE
>> Evernote Community/ Enthusiasts

CHAPTER 7:

AUTOMATING YOUR
BLOG
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Automate
Your Blogging

ʻHumans are important Lindsey!ʼ As
one of my mentors Coach Willa
reminds me when I begin to dive into
my dream land of Artiﬁcial
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Intelligence. A land of ʻrobots,ʼ where I
can save data at the click of a mouse
into an online ﬁle cabinet of sorts,
where I can easily ﬁnd notes like other
notes that Iʼve written, where
perfectly formatted blog posts
publish on sync... Wait... Sounds like
the Evernote Web Clipper clipping
into my Evernote, Evernote related
notes that auto-magically show notes
similar to a note that I am currently
viewing in Evernote, and any one of
the blogging integrations that Iʼve
mentioned. We are here people. The
future is now, and I would personally
rather save my state of ʻhumanʼ for
productive and purposeful
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interactions. Iʼll tell you, formatting my
blog for hours is not one!
Letʼs automate our lives a little more.
One of my favorite apps to do this
with is IFTTT.
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IFTTT
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What is
IFTTT?
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The service IFTTT stands for, “if this
then that.” Pronounced like “gift”
without the “g,” it lets users create
powerful connections by delivering a
simple recipe for cause and eﬀect
actions. “This” is the Trigger and
“that” is the action. Connected with
Evernote, Facebook and Linked-In
(among others), IFTTTʼs triggers
include examples such as “Iʼm tagged
in a photo on Facebook,” which is the
“this.” Actions include the “that,” such
as “send me a text” or “update your
status on Facebook.” These
ingredients make up the recipe for
IFTTT. A recipe might include:
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if (a document is added to)
Instagram, then (save that
document to my ) Evernote.
This comes in handy when creating
actions that are recurring. It allows
you to automatically save new
information that is added from you,
your friends or your co-workers. Itʼs
like direct deposit to a savings
account or an instant notiﬁcation.

can also experiment with content
aggregation from your other online
presences as well as other content
that aligns with your blog purpose. An
example of this happens during
NYFW for my agency.

How can you automate your blog with
IFTTT? For one, you can automate
your blog post sharing. ʻIfʼ a note
syncs from Evernote, ʻthenʼ send to
Facebook, (Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.) You
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AGGREGATORS
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Aggregators
featuring cliqset

In the realms of data, news, poll or
reviews, aggregators refer to a type
of software that aggregates a very
speciﬁc type of information from a
multitude of various outlets.
Aggregators also work within search
engines and social networks by
collecting content from various
sources and then ﬁltering that
information and organizing it
accordingly. Essentially, aggregators
help to collect and ﬁlter at the same
time.
For a more speciﬁc note on
aggregators, the software Cliqset
now integrates with Evernote.
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It can be overwhelming when
you're in a steady rhythm and
then another resource tool comes
to light. Cliqset, however, comes
in an ideal package and helps
clean up reference materials from
web clippings and other sources
of online research. With news
being instantaneous, it now
seems as if social media actually
delivers the most up-to-date
information. The news no longer
comes to the public, the public
decides what they want to hear
more about. This is why programs
like Cliqset are vital for any real
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journalist or up-and-coming
blogger.
Journalist Brock Swinson talks
about the importance of
aggregators in storing and
sorting our data here.
Sending social media from Cliqset to
Evernote is as simple as anything
Evernote does. You simply choose
content and then click the Share
option. Another breakthrough is the
ability to share information with other
users once the information is inside
your Evernote folder. Add tags and
your web clippings basically organize
themselves.
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CHAPTER 8:

MANAGING YOUR BLOG
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ANALYTICS
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ANALYTICS

growth of our blogging eﬀorts.
Analytics are more pertinent to those
monetizing their blog, but casual
bloggers will ﬁnd

Send your Google Analytics to
Evernote in a few EASY steps:
1. Add a new notebook in your
Evernote called GoogleAnalytics (or
whatever your prefer.)

Analytics are an important part of
managing your blog success. They
measure the traﬃc, subscribers and
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2. After logging into your Google
Analytics Dashboard, select your
report view ‒ ʻMy Dashboard,
Standard Reporting or Custom
Reporting.ʼ You should see ʻEmail
175

(BETA)ʻ right next to ʻShare
Dashboard,ʼ click there.

you donʼt really need to edit and
would like to see inline, PDF is best.

3. In the ʻToʻ ﬁeld add your Evernote
Email Address.

7. Advanced Options allows for you
to choose the length of time that you
want to receive the report.

4. In the ʻSubjectʼ ﬁeld type
@GoogleAnalytics (or the name you
preceded by @), and a title of your
choosing, try, ʻDaily Google
Analytics Report.ʼ

8. Press send and done. You will
receive a new note

5. Set your preferred frequency. I
chose daily.
6. Select your preferred delivery
method ‒ Tip: If you choose an
editable format, i.e. CSV, you can edit
and save right inside your Evernote. If
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CHAPTER 9:

MARKETING YOUR BLOG
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#FROMEVERNOTE
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#FromEvernote

With Evernoteʼs built in sharing
features, marketing your blog can be
easy and seamless. Weʼve seen how
easily posts can be shared to your
existing Wordpress automatically
180

using Eat.ags, how people can
subscribe to your posts from your
Everblog or Noteworthy or even stay
right in the Evernote that they are
comfortable with, and read your
posts through subscribing to your
Shared Notebooks. Letʼs go a little
deeper...

#FromEvernote allows you to
aggregate Evernote shared content.
By inputing this hashtag into your
Twitter search bar you can read,
favorite, share or CLIP a multitude of
great Evernote content, including...
the blog posts of the readers of this
book now that you know what to do!
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Pro Marketing Tip: Keep it Evernote!
If you are using Eat.ags for example
to publish to a Wordpress blog
platform, add the #FromEvernote
hashtag to the title. This hashtag will
keep you in the Evernote stream even
if you didnʼt directly publish from
Evernote.
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EVERNOTE COMMUNITY/
ENTHUSIASTS
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Evernote
Community/
Enthusiasts

We tend to read, clip and SHARE
(enter your marketing ﬂow) Evernote
related or simply good content
distributed through Evernote. Again,
the #FromEvernote hashtag is key.
Though this is deﬁnitely a marketing
mind at work... I truly have
experienced much success sharing
and aggregating Evernote content.

People love Evernote! The company
has done a great job of building a
community of users, advocates and
developers that simply love what
Evernote is and will become. Okay,
the truth is we can be a little fanatical.
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TECHNOLOGY INDEX

Featured Technologies
in Alphabetical Order

3RD PARTY INTEGRATIONS
Add This
Click.to
Cliqset
Eat.ags
Everblog
IFTTT
Noteworthy
Pocket
Postach.io
Quicktate

EVERNOTE INTEGRATIONS/ FUNCTIONS
#FromEvernote
Evernote Community Forum
Evernote Devcup
Evernote Enthusiasts/ Ambassadors
Penultimate
Related Notes
Shared Notebooks
Skitch
Tags
The Web Clipper

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Codepen
Disqus
Google Analytics
The SCORRE Method
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